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This article explores how waste materials and waste practices figure in education, pointing to educational potentials of waste which have hitherto received little consideration in environmental and sustainability education practice and research. Building on empirical research on waste education in Danish schools and preschools, we discuss how an empirical and theoretical focus on waste as material and on waste practices moves beyond conventional approaches to waste in education. Seeking to overcome the shortcomings of habitual-behavioural and rational action approaches, we argue for an approach to waste education which encourages pupils to explore the socio-material aspects and trajectories of waste practices and waste materials.
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Introduction
Waste has a special material existence in our everyday practices. Waste comprises physical materials, which move relatively quickly in and out of our living spaces; materials which are not meant to remain in our immediate vicinity and which are considered of little value. Waste materials change hands rapidly and thus form part of various socio-material constellations and practices. In this article, we explore how waste materials and waste practices figure in education, pointing to educational potentials of waste which have hitherto received little consideration in environmental and sustainability education practice and research.

When the so-called new environmentalism emerged in the 1960s, provoked by increasing levels of pollution, waste and waste treatment became the focus of educational efforts to raise awareness and change people’s practices (Jamison, 2001). As this first wave of environmental education emerged in response to growing environmental concerns, it was in many cases expert driven and oriented towards
behavioural change with little attention paid to parallel developments within the field of educational science and theory. Although behavioural change approaches have been widely criticised by educational theorists, they still form the basis of much environmental communication (Stevensen and Stirling, 2010:220). Based on a review focused on waste management and education in schools and preschools, we suggest that the majority of educational ideas and concepts characterising analytical perspectives used in research on waste education have been in line with such expert led, behavioural change oriented approaches.

In the 1980s, a second wave of environmental education developed, drawing inspiration from critical theory, which took the question of education more seriously (see e.g. Stevenson, Dillon, Wals, and Brody, 2014:513). Within this tradition, environmental and sustainability education is seen as a field for cultivating democratic culture (e.g. Carlsson and Hoffmann, 2011; Lundegård and Wickman, 2012; Mogensen and Schnack, 2010). A key concept is action competence, adding an explicitly educational objective to environmental education related to active citizenship and liberal political education (Jensen and Schnack, 1997:472). Our review suggests that this approach has had relatively little influence on waste education as a more specific field of environmental education research and practice. Furthermore, although it presents a distinct alternative to the behavioural modification approach, it tends to restrict environmental education theory through its effort to replace the environmental approach with a generic educational approach. While this ‘educational turn’ has provided a much needed discussion of the educational purpose of environmental education, it tends to remove focus from the environmental content, thereby overlooking that specific environmental issues may be theorised in specific ways, with implications for the ways they are addressed in environmental education.
In this article, we propose that waste has a wider educational potential than found in these two waves of environmental education. Drawing on empirical examples from waste education activities in Danish schools and preschools, we argue for an approach to environmental and sustainability education which takes environmental and sustainability issues seriously and develops educational approaches rooted in specific issues and their potentials for learning. Our analysis draws on theoretical entry points, emphasising the interwoven material, social, sensuous, practical, and intellectual aspects of waste management in everyday life, thereby overcoming the shortcomings of a habitual-behavioural approach as well as of a rational action approach. On this basis, we explore the ways in which waste materials and waste practices are integrated in educational activities in various ways and examine these empirical focus areas through theoretical perspectives on materiality and practice.

**Researching waste education**

We presume that waste education is an inherent part of many eco-school practices, as well as environmental and sustainability education (ESE) practices in schools and preschools in general. However, based on ERIC and Google Scholar searches for research on waste and school/day care/preschool/kindergarten, we found surprisingly few studies on waste education, other than some articles focusing on action learning projects with no attempt to apply or develop wider-reaching theoretical approaches. At the preschool level, this concurs with reviews pointing to the lack of research on ESE in preschools (Davis, 2009), the dubious quality of this research (Somerville and Williams, 2015) and ignorance regarding ESE learning processes and content among preschool children (Hedefalk, Almqvist, and Östman, 2015). The body of research literature on ESE at the primary school level is much larger; however, waste is seldom addressed. Among those studies addressing waste education, some point to a lack of
teacher competences (Cinquetti and de Carvalho, 2007; Hanish, Rank, and Seeber, 2014; Kolbe, 2015), while others focus on the relations between waste education in schools and household recycling motivations, attitudes and behaviour (Damerell, Howe, and Milner-Gulland, 2013; Grodzinska-Jurczak, Bartosiewicz, and Twardowska, 2003; Legault and Pelletier, 2000). Generally, these studies approach waste education as a behavioural change domain and view research as a matter of identifying causal effects by means of quantitative methods, without taking contextual factors into account and without referring to or adding to theoretical approaches.

Only two studies employing analytical perspectives relevant to our own research were identified during the review. The first, a study by Redman (2013), presents a model linking the outcomes of waste education and behavioural change with four key sustainability competences and three educational approaches. The educational approaches in this model are meaningful from a practice theory perspective and thus may inspire the future development of a practice-oriented model of waste education. The second, a study by Payne (2005), presents didactical reflections on the importance of linking classroom teaching and everyday practices at school, as well as in the pupils’ homes. This perspective is relevant for our reflections on the educational potential of working with the trajectories and practices through which waste materials link home and school.

**Methodological approach**

This article draws on an empirically and theoretically explorative study of waste education practices. The empirical, qualitative exploration of waste education practices and the theoretical exploration of relevant concepts and approaches have been simultaneous and are intertwined into what Coffey and Atkinson refer to as an *abductive* process (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). Rather than working deductively,
clarifying theory and concepts in advance of the empirical study, or inductively, letting phenomenological exploration lead to conceptualisations which are subsequently related to existing theories, in this study, empirical findings and theoretical conceptualisations have been in continuous dialogue. Reflecting this research process, in the presentation of the analysis in this article, empirical examples and theoretical reflections are interwoven.

The study was conducted as part of a research and development project carried out in 2015-2016 in collaboration between the municipality of Copenhagen and researchers from the Danish School of Education, Aarhus University. The overall aim of the project was to explore preschools and schools as learning arenas for the recycling of household waste in ten Danish municipalities, working with various educational experiments regarding waste treatment in order to identify challenges and potentials for further development of waste education practices. However, the role of research was not only to take care of the collection and analysis of empirical material, but also to provide theoretical perspectives in order to inspire dialogue and co-creation of knowledge with other agents. As part of the project, a knowledge exchange network was established involving municipal employees, teachers, trade union representatives and researchers. During network meetings, the ongoing research was presented and discussed, thereby generating new knowledge which, in turn, informed and stimulated further research. This approach is inspired by interactive research, which deviates from other types of action research by emphasising dialogical knowledge exchange and mutual feedback processes between researchers and other agents involved in the development project (Nielsen & Svensson, 2006).

On this basis, the study was designed to include two rounds of visits to ten educational institutions (schools and preschools) in the ten participating municipalities.
The purpose of the first round of visits was to explore existing understandings, knowledge, experiences, and ideas related to waste treatment among teachers, parents and children at the ten institutions, while the second round aimed to explore experiences and learning processes related to the waste education experiments that were implemented. In total, 20 semi-structured interviews with teachers/technical personnel, 8 group interviews with children and 8 interviews with parents were carried out during the research period. At the first knowledge exchange network meeting, preliminary results from the analysis of the empirical material from the first round of visits were presented and discussed. Inspired by the preliminary analyses, as well as this multi-agent discussion, we began to explore anthropological and other sociocultural theories on waste and waste management (e.g. Ekström, 2015; Higgin, 2016), but also more comprehensive theoretical contributions on materiality and practice theory (e.g. Ingold, 2011; Ingram, Shove, and Watson, 2007; Miller, 2008, 2010; Shove, Pantzar, and Watson, 2012). At the second knowledge exchange network meeting, we presented a draft for how these theories might question and inspire waste education. Based on this draft, as well as the responses we received at the meeting, we developed questions for the interview guide for the second round of visits. The final part of the project consisted of two elements: one focusing on the analysis of the empirical material from the second round of visits and targeting the waste education practitioners at the third and final knowledge exchange network meeting; the other focusing on the theoretical elaboration and contribution presented in this paper.

Before presenting the outcome of our interactive empirical and theoretical explorations, we will set the scene by briefly introducing waste education in the Danish context.
Waste education in Danish schools and preschools

Learning about waste and resources is part of the curriculum for primary and lower secondary schools in Denmark and is an optional theme in preschool institutions. In the institutions visited, special waste education had been initiated, but these activities took many different forms. Some of the institutions focused on waste management during a specific three-week period, whereas in other institutions the work was more closely integrated in their everyday practice, as was the case, for instance, in a school aiming to be 'waste free'. Some institutions worked with waste as part of a development project supported by external agents, such as the municipality or an NGO, while others had initiated the work on their own. Waste education was approached differently in schools and preschools due to, among other factors, differences between the professional backgrounds of preschool teachers (pedagogues) and teachers, and to different structural frameworks. Whereas the school day is relatively strictly structured by a series of lessons and teachers, and guided by clear learning objectives, preschool institutions in Denmark have more loosely structured days within a more open framework of learning plans.

A number of the interviewed teachers and preschool teachers suggest that waste education is about teaching children to clean up after themselves. Learning to treat waste in ‘proper’ ways, from this perspective, appears to be based on a behavioural change rationale in the sense that children, initially at least, are not supposed to reflect upon and think critically about waste processes, but rather to follow expert advice and incorporate this new knowledge into their behaviour. One preschool teacher thus stated that responsible waste management should be as natural as washing your hands after you have been to the toilet, pointing to the habitual dimension of waste practices: 'You just do it, without thinking.' While behavioural change might be considered in instrumental terms, as a means to solve a technical environmental problem, for the
teachers it was also seen as a question of a broader moral socialisation. Children should learn to clean up after themselves, thereby building up a more general sense of responsibility. One teacher said:

> Sometimes we think we have to do something bigger and more elaborate, doing recycling and that kind of thing. But it is a good idea to start from the inside, to ask, do you know how to tidy up after yourself? Actually, it all begins with the question of whether you know how to make the waste reach the waste bin.

While we do not dispute the idea of encouraging good habits and responsibility in relation to waste management, we suggest that there is a much wider educational potential in waste and waste practices than making sure that children know ‘how to make the waste reach the waste bin’. In the following, we explore this potential, first by approaching waste, empirically and theoretically, as material, and, second, by discussing waste from a social and technical practice perspective.

### The educational potential of waste as material

It has been pointed out that, until recently, environmental and sustainability education research has had relatively limited focus on the real, material aspects of, for instance, global climate changes, the physical environment and the material body (Lysgaard & Fjeldsted, 2015). Examples of engagement with the material in environmental and sustainability research include work on the relations between education and place or land (see e.g. Gruenewald, 2003; Tuck, McKenzie, and McCoy, 2014; Tuck & McKenzie, 2014), and studies which, inspired by phenomenology, call attention to embodied experiences of environment and nature in educational situations (e.g. Jørgensen, 2015; Payne, 1997, 2011; Sandell and Öhman, 2010). Other studies have discussed embodied experiences involved in environmental education encounters with reference to race (Le Grange, 2004), gender, and culture (e.g. McKenzie, 2008). In this
section, we suggest that anthropological studies of materiality may inspire environmental and sustainability education research, drawing attention to the educational potential of a focus on waste materials and the socio-material relations of which they are part.

**Waste materials, creativity, and the sense of time**

In a number of the preschools visited, waste education is carried out as part of more institutionalised activities addressing art and creativity. Imaginative cities and futuristic cars are created from reusable waste materials collected from local companies and private homes or found at the beach or elsewhere in the local community. In other words, artistic activities become the entry point for dealing with waste materials and thus for learning processes on waste and reuse. At some of the institutions visited, inspiration for creative waste activities is drawn from the Remida approach, which introduces artwork utilising reusable materials as part of the pedagogical practice. Remida aims to link reflections on ecology and pedagogy, and to support the curiosity of the child in the context of a complex and changing world in close collaboration with parents and local communities. Teachers at these Remida-inspired preschools emphasise how the work with reusable materials supports children’s fantasy, ingenuity and creativity, as reusable materials do not offer predefined activities and play, but rather stimulate children’s curiosity, invite playful approaches and strengthen children’s ownership of the toys which they participate in making. During our visits to preschools, children excitedly showed us their artwork, pointing to the materials they had used to

---

1 Remida is named after the myth of King Midas, about whom it is said that everything he touched turned to gold. It forms part of the Italian Reggio Emilia pedagogical philosophy, which is based on the idea of the child as resourceful and curious, and the role of pedagogues as listeners, posing questions rather than presenting answers (Cecchin, 1999).
produce the bus, the doll and so on: “this is made from one of those tins with ice cream in”, “this is an old sock”, “I made this one!”.

The anthropologist Daniel Miller, known for his work on materiality in relation to consumption, has pointed to the interactions between temporality and materiality, and in particular to interactions between people, things and memory (Miller, 2008). Along similar lines, ethnologist Orvar Löfgren discusses the emotions and affects which ‘coexist with and also charge material objects’ (Löfgren, 2015, p. 15), pointing to the way in which things and materials trigger emotions and memories. Inspiration from these approaches to materiality draws our attention to the ways in which waste as materiality is experienced in everyday life and to how waste materials link us to the past, as they remind us of past consumption – eating a chocolate ice cream at a birthday party, the socks that grandmother gave me last Christmas etc. However, waste also links us to the future, as waste is characterised by being in the process of becoming something else, decomposing, mixing with other substances, being taken apart and re-used (Higgin, 2016; cf. Ingold, 2011). In our empirical material, we see that processes of decay and temporal differences in the decay of different materials appear to provide an entry point for thinking about the future in more concrete terms among both younger and older children. The reuse of waste in creative activities offers waste materials the possibility of a new ’life’; an extended period of use before becoming waste again. According to one preschool teacher: ‘Everything has the right to become something different. [The children] are very interested in this [idea]. And in how the thing feels: if it is soft or hard or smooth or… ’. Notions of the future linked to the material existence of waste thus become vital to the learning processes in creative/aesthetic educational practices involving waste.
Apart from negotiating the status of waste materials, in many cases, their reuse enables children to integrate recycling in creations imagining the future. At one preschool, part of an old moped is transformed into a futuristic flying vehicle; at others, plastic boxes, cartons and old buttons become robots. Waste thus creates a link to both the past and the future, and thereby has the potential to provide educators with concrete entry points for discussions about the temporal perspective of sustainability.

Working educationally with the potentiality of waste materials thus opens up for different ways of thinking about how we use and discard things and about the temporal aspects of sustainability. The creative work with waste enters into children’s imaginative and material worlds, and while the artwork with reusable materials at the institutions does not necessarily contribute directly to waste reduction, it might be a starting point for reflection alongside children (and their parents) on broader issues of consumption, and of reduction and reuse of waste from a temporal perspective. As both art and nature are core issues in preschool teaching plans in Denmark, waste might be used in exemplary ways (Negt, 1968) to combine these issues and to illustrate broader societal issues of waste and sustainability with current and future relevance.

Waste in socio-material relations

The material existence of waste is in focus when waste is included as a material in aesthetic educational practices, as discussed above, but it also plays a role in a number of other socio-material practices in educational settings. Lave and Wenger’s work on situated learning provides us with a perspective on how social relations are produced and reproduced through social practice (1991), and on the role played by materials such as tools and artefacts in the production of social relations (Wenger 1999). Our empirical material shows that, in schools and preschools, waste materials figure in social practices
which are not necessarily considered ‘educational’ (i.e., not part of the teaching), and, in particular, in school-family relations and school-community relations.

In Denmark, parents are expected to be actively involved in their children’s school and preschool lives (see e.g. Dannesboe, 2013). Politically, the focus has been on partnerships with parents (foreldresamarbejde) practised through, for instance, general parents meetings for larger groups of parents and regular dialogue meetings between teachers and parents about the individual child’s progress and situation. However, as discussed by Dannesboe, everyday socio-material practices link home and school in numerous other ways. Dannesboe suggests exploring ‘material forms which […] move between different places, thereby becoming entangled in everyday practices which involve children and adults as well as the physical organisation of home and school’ (translated from Danish) (Dannesboe, 2009:66). Drawing inspiration from this perspective, we propose that waste is a material which becomes entangled in everyday practices of social relations linking schools with homes and with other institutions in the community.

Waste is most conspicuous in the practice of social relations involving school and family when teachers ask parents to bring waste materials to the preschool, where they are used in creative pedagogical projects, and later invite them to admire the resulting artwork. However, the movement of waste between home and school is generally most pronounced in relation to lunch practices. In most schools visited, children bring their own packed lunch; parents are thereby implicated in the generation of waste which has to be sorted and treated at school. In some schools, the teachers suggest that ‘how lunch is packed is not our department’, while in other institutions, teachers seek to actively influence the lunch packing practices of parents, for instance by discouraging the use of tin foil. In one preschool, teachers offered parents a roll of
greaseproof paper to take home. ‘We looked at their lunchboxes and then we talked about the tin foil, how bad it is. It takes years to decompose’, one preschool teacher notes. While most parents appear to have responded positively to these actions by the preschool teachers, the example draws attention to how waste becomes part of the constantly negotiated relationship between home and school, pointing to wider discussions about the interactions and relations between state and family in educational institutions (see e.g. Dannesboe 2013).

Furthermore, waste materials figure in relations between schools and a wider community. The Danish school reform of 2014 introduced the idea of the ‘open school’, encouraging schools to collaborate with other stakeholders in the local community with the aim of improving pupils’ learning processes. Such collaborations already exist in a number of communities, and some of them are social relations practised through an exchange of waste materials. In the simplest cases, waste collected at school and dumped in waste bins on school grounds will be collected by waste treatment workers from the local municipality. In some cases, schools are additionally involved in collecting waste in the community, either through clean-up campaigns or through the collection of specific types of waste which may be reused. In such activities, waste becomes the material which links pupils and teachers with stakeholders from outside the school. Furthermore, in some schools, teachers arrange visits to waste treatment facilities in order to teach children what happens to the waste when it has left the school.

Waste, in other words, figures as a material in social relations which, while not necessarily part of the teaching, receive educational and political attention at

2 https://www.uvm.dk/Uddannelser/Folkeskolen/Laering-og-laeringsmiljoe/Den-aabne-skole
educational institutions in Denmark. However, none of the teachers interviewed mentioned the educational potential in exploring and reflecting upon the ways in which waste figures in the production and reproduction of social relations. Such reflections may serve as an entry point for discussions about wider webs of socio-material connections involving waste, and thus about the global perspectives of sustainability. Waste not only links educational institutions with families and local enterprises or waste treatment facilities, but with producers of material goods all over the globe and with the global environment.

The educational potential of waste practices
Having explored the educational potential of focusing on waste as material, we will now turn to waste practices, with theoretical inspiration from practice theory.

Practice is one of the key concepts of social science. With inspiration from Marx, a number of prominent social theorists have discussed the interplay between social reproduction and social change in everyday practices, including Bourdieu (1977), (Giddens, 1984), de Certeau (1984) and Lave & Wenger (1991). Positioning themselves as distinct from structuralism, as well as from essentialist agent perspectives, these theorists have approached practice as emerging in the tension and interplay between, on the one hand, existing historical, sociocultural and material structures and, on the other hand, human agency. In this section of the article, we are inspired by a recent strand of practice theory building on the work of Schatzki (1996) and Reckwitz (2002), who, like Giddens and Bourdieu, regard social practices as the basic ontological units for analysis. This implies, on the one hand, that individual actions are constituted by practice, and, on the other hand, that social order, structures and institutions come into being through practices (Røpke 2009).
Waste and everyday practice

One of the schools visited worked at the institutional level to minimise and sort waste as much as possible. Teachers addressed the challenge of motivating children by involving them in a process where they designed and constructed containers for paper and organic waste. Afterwards, they helped communicate information about the new recycling system to other pupils and organised the collection of the reusable everyday waste in collaboration with the school caretaker. During this practical experiment, the pupils had to cope with several challenges related to the technical design, the organization of the recycling system and the behaviour and knowledge of the other pupils at the school. In this sense, they gained experience with understanding and coping with waste as social practice, although such a view on waste was neither explicitly reflected nor applied by the teachers interviewed.

A practice, in general terms, is an organised constellation of activities. According to Shove, Pantzar and Watson (2012), a practice is an assemblage of elements, containing materials (things, technologies, stuff), competences (skills, know-how, techniques) and meanings (symbolic meanings, ideas, aspirations) that are dynamically integrated by skilled practitioners through regular and repeated performance. In contrast to research on anti- and pro-environmental behaviour focusing on individual’s attitudes, values and beliefs and their contextual constraints, social practice theory shifts the focus away from the decision-making of individuals and towards an understanding of individuals as ’carriers’ of various activities and tasks comprised by different everyday practices (Hargreaves, 2011). From this point of view, social practices emerge, stabilise and die out as the links between the elements are made and broken. Individuals are ’recruited’ into practices; not through a process of passive compliance, but as skilled agents who actively negotiate and perform a wide range of practices (ibid). Furthermore, Shove et al. emphasise that social practices are not
isolated units, but are related to other practices through shared elements or by complementing each other (Shove et al., 2012).

From this perspective, waste management may be seen as a social practice in itself, comprised by waste materials, waste sorting systems, waste management skills, and by norms and symbolic meanings affiliated with waste. As such, it shares elements with and is influenced by other everyday practices such as cleaning, shopping, transport and home decoration. Furthermore, waste materials may be seen as elements of other social practices.

The involvement of pupils in the design, construction and communication of a waste management system at school level provides opportunities for the pupils to reflect, act and learn by experiencing the effects of their efforts to influence and improve schoolwide waste practices. As such, it can be considered a good example of democratic and educationally oriented environmental education. However, approaching waste as social practice might also open for waste education as exemplary learning about social practices (Negt, 1968); that is, generating generic knowledge from specific examples of how social practices are shaped, maintained and altered over time, and how they differ from context to context. Exploring waste as social practice by asking questions about the rationality, history, cultural specificity and challenges of different waste practices may help enhance the understanding of waste challenges and build capacity to cope with waste practices as dynamic constellations of materials, competences and meanings.

Finally, social practice theory opens for another perspective on waste education and the relation between school and home. With an individualistic approach to waste management, waste education becomes a matter of teaching pupils waste management skills at school with the expectation that they will be able to transfer this knowledge and
behaviour to their homes. From a socio-technical practice point of view, however, there is a stronger potential in studying how and why waste practices at schools and in homes are constructed in different ways, with different elements and relations to other practices, in order to strengthen pupils’ competences to identify specific opportunities for sustainable change.

**Conclusion**

In this article, we have discussed waste education through an analysis based on an interactive empirical and theoretical exploration of how waste materials and practices figure in educational settings. This analysis, we argue, contributes to the development of a stronger theoretical approach to waste education which, rather than incorporating waste issues into more general environmental and sustainability education approaches, is based on the particular materiality and practices which relate to waste.

Our analysis proposes, firstly, that approaching waste as material offers students a sensuous entry point to temporal and relational aspects of waste issues, transcending a rational-behavioural horizon without becoming citizenship education. Secondly, exploring waste practices as broader socio-technical practices transcends the focus on individual knowledge acquisition which dominates conventional approaches to waste education.

The analysis of waste materials and practices points to several educational potentials for further exploration. Sensuous and embodied ways of working with how children imagine the future could easily be linked to sustainability discussions, and the journeys of waste materials between homes, schools and the wider community offer concrete, material entry points for creating and reinforcing social relations around waste across different settings. Approaching waste practices as part of larger socio-technical practices provides educational opportunities for reflection on how waste practices are
contextualised in different settings. Focusing on waste practices also draws our attention to the fact that waste is related to a broad spectrum of other social practices which are not focused on waste, or education for that matter. This insight may inspire an approach to waste education that shifts the focus on waste to a focus on different types of social practices, materials and products in which waste figures. Encouraging pupils to explore the socio-material trajectories of such practices and materials provides a potentially fertile basis for reflection on consumption in a temporal perspective, and for consideration and sociological imagination regarding the value of things, practices and waste.
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